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Delivery date
Summary description of the pilot action explaining its experimental nature and
demonstration character
“Capitalisation” consists in a set of activities focusing on the transfer of “practices”, which were developed and
identified by the 3DCentral partners, into the mainstream activities of project partners in their participating
regions. In other terms, the Capitalisation agenda aims at facilitating and supporting the exploitation of the
gained knowledge in each participating project region. It is based on agenda is based on 3 levels of intervention:
1)

R&D Actions: concrete R&D oriented projects that can be activated based on the assets shared /
developed during 3DCENTRAL cooperation

2)

Training Actions: workshops, lectures, seminars or any other training format aimed at further
transferring and exploiting the assets activated / shared / developed during 3DCENTRAL cooperation

3)

Strategic Actions: activated strategic relationships with key stakeholders which can accelerate the
uptake of new projects, exchanges, agreements, etc.

NUTS region(s) concerned by the pilot action (relevant NUTS level)

The regions concerned by the pilot action are the ones involved in 3DCentral project:
- Provincia Autonoma di Bolzano – Bozen
- Lombardy
- Steiermark
- Chemnitz
- Stuttgart
- Zahodna Slovenija
- Vzhodna Slovenija
- Nyugat-Dunántúl
- Małopolskie

Expected impact and benefits of the pilot action for the concerned territory and target
groups
The Capitalization Agenda allowed to identify a set of actions (i.e. Dedicated meetings with & among KACE relevant
players, Training / Infodays, new projects proposals exploiting one or more knowledge assets, New market driven
initiatives) aimed at:


Exchange knowledge



Connect R&D focused initiatives and projects



Link acquired knowledge to specific needs of SMES



Identify common topics for further cooperation and how this cooperation can be realised



Identify concrete cooperation assets (with names & figures) to be connected and supported in real transfer
activities



Demonstrate, during mobilities, how cooperation & transfer can take place



Present concrete projects / initiatives open to any interested participating stakeholder



Present solution providers linked to one or more specific KACE topics

Sustainability of the pilot action results and transferability to other territories and
stakeholders
The Capitalisation Agenda proposed a standard framework for the identification and capitalisation of relevant
cooperation actions among 3DCentral partners and related stakeholders. It allows to highlight the meetings carried
out and to capitalise their outcomes. Since it is a standard framework and it is related to the KACE System, it can
be easily transferred also outside the projects partners in other territories, starting from the Central Europe area
where the topics identified apply.
In this sense, the results obtained from capitalisation activities were the starting point for the identification of new
Flagship projects among 3DCentral partners but also involving other stakeholders in different regions of Central
Europe area.

Lessons learned from the implementation of the pilot action and added value of
transnational cooperation
The three edition of Capitalisation Agenda collected during the project period from the different partners highlight
the variety of events, workshops and meetings that can be organised with the scope of transferring best practices,
knowledge and technologies among the stakeholders involved in the action.
Project partners reported these actions which have been classified as mobility, workshop, event, R&D project or
cooperation opportunities and training and several capitalisation meetings were also organised, among restricted
groups of partners or even devoted to a larger audience, focusing on specific competences and interests.
These meetings contributed to the implementation of KACEs action plans and the planning of further joint activities
to be performed by the end of the project period and in the coming years. Moreover, during these meetings,
partners developed targeted discussions on how to connect available knowledge and establish cooperation
mechanisms among complementary projects, regions and stakeholders.
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